Fabian Society, Orwell, Russell Brand, Useful Idiots
This was an answer to a question on Orwell's 1984, I gave on the forum....
Orwell was a member of the Fabian Society a Marxist organization dedicated to
Marxist subversion. Fabious, who the society is named after, was a Roman
general famous for never fighting a direct battle but wearing his enemy down with
gradual attacks and tricks, then moving in with the
full army and destroying them when they were too
weak to have a chance of victory. The symbol of
the Fabian Society is a wolf undressing from
sheep's clothing.
The Fabian Society was founded by the jewish
Sassoons and its magazine/society was being run
by a jewess from the jewish banker elite families
who are connected to the Rothschilds. In Zionist
publications, the Rothschilds call themselves
"The Kings of the Jews" and want to establish a
global Zionist dictatorship under Communism.
Moses Hess, the major writer of the communist manifest, is the intellectual father
of Zionism and stated in his writings that Zionism is building a jewish world
government run from Israel. Extolling the Talmud and delegating Moses to the
inferior role given him therein (page 91), the whole cry of Hess was for Jewish
world rule from Palestine “between Europe and far Asia … the roads that lead to
India and China,” and he told Jewry: “You have contributed enough to the cause
of civilization and have helped Europe on the path of progress to make
revolutions and carry them out successfully.” He called for Jews to “March
forward!” and stated: “The world will again pay homage to the oldest of peoples.”
(pp. 139-40) The “Talmud is the corner-stone of modern” Orthodoxy, (page 143).
He looked to black magic, the occultism of Chasidism, which along with Zionism,
was to achieve Communist dictatorship.” “The great good which will result from
the combination of Chasidism with the national movement is almost incalculable,”
(page 218), and he added, “Although the Chasidics are without social
organization, they live in socialistic fashion.” (Same) The translator called Hess,
in the 1918 edition Preface: “The herald of Nationalism and the trumpet of
Zionism,” when Russell Brand was dating this elite Jewess. Then magically,
when Brand becomes a Marxist shill for the Jewish establishment, his failing
career gets a boost. The Fabian Society has been a major wing of creating the
globalist dictatorship of the Jews. It was involved in the League of Nations and
later creating the UN. The Rockefellers are one of the Jewish elite dynasties

operating openly within this Society as its heads. In 1951, the (((Fabian Society)))
created the Socialist International, to carry on Karl Marx's First International with
the aim of using their (((UN))) to create and coordinate the agenda of
establishing world communist government. The UN was created by the
Rothschilds, the Rockefellers, and other Jewish elites, like the EU, in order to
march the world towards a world government. Agenda 21 for world government,
which the (((UN))) created, is literally the points of the communist manifesto. As
Mullins showed, the Rockefellers created and owned the American Communist
Party and ran it thought their fellow Jewish mogul, Armand Hammer.

A little note on Armand Hammer....
From Dossier: The Secret History of Armand Hammer by Edward Jay Epstein
Random House/US
This investigative book exposes the life of Armand Hammer -- hailed during his
lifetime as a successful businessman and philanthropist -- for what it was: a myth
nurtured and embellished for nearly 70 years.
“In 1922, Lenin wrote a secret letter to Stalin, designating Hammer as their
official ‘path’ to the resources of American capitalism. From then until his death in
1990, Hammer was indeed a Soviet agent.”
Either Brand really is that stupid from bad genetics and years of heavy drug
abuse and believes living under a society where he is not allowed to have any of
his expensive material possessions including a multi-million dollar bank account.
And the revolutionary holocaust, which Marx wrote is the crucial part of
Communism, is in full swing.

(Marx also openly wrote to major American newspapers arguing for the
continuation of the institution of slavery as the "foundation of western civilisation"
because his tribe was running the whole slave trade and slave industries. Slavery
is a divinely ordained institution in Judaism; Jews are to make slaves of the
Gentiles, which is why they created communism.)
In which case, Brand probably won't last long, along with the other Limousine
Marxists, which is wonderful. Or he is an opportunist. I doubt he even bothered to
read the Communist Manifesto. He also pimps for the Christian scam and
promotes the Jew, Che, who even openly enjoyed murdering 13-year-old
children. As a hero. His tour promotes the fact that Christianity and Communism
are the same system, as the pope admits. Brand is simply whoring for a global
communist dictatorship openly. This is a normal part of subversion of society with
false countercultural figures. John Lennon a strange weirdo, who admitted he
sexually desired his own mother and was an abusive personality, also shilled the
same. His song "Imagine" was simply a call for a global communist state. He just
took the bulletin points of the communist manifesto and put them into a song for
the masses to rock along to. Orwell wrote 1984 as warning of the real future the
Jewish globalists were planning. The book is based on Stalinist Russia, which
was run out of New York and London. Mullins also noted that Jewish Abe
Herrmann was flown out of New York to run the Soviet Union on orders from
Rothschild when Stalin had a nervous breakdown in 1943. Trotsky was an agent
of the Rockefellers, Lenin and the Warburgs. It’s no mistake President Wilson,
whom Jews in the know such as Freeman, admitted was a agent of Jewish
power, stepped in and got Trotsky released from prison in Canada and got his
passport back to get to Russia with all that Rockefeller money he was found with.
Just like Warburg sent Lenin into Russia with trunks of shekels. Just as it’s
common knowledge that the entire communist revolution was funded off Wall
Street by the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers, and other all Jewish bankers, the

same ones who all own the Federal Reserve and the Fabian Society. But Brand
is like against the same bankers he shills for or something.... Note the character
is 1984 called Emmanuel Goldstein. What does that tell you? The rat torture
Smith is given was a common one used on the enemies of the Bolsheviks in
Russia. Orwell's book “Animal Farm” is based upon the Bolshevik Revolution in
Russia. Napoleon is Stalin and Snowball is Trotsky. Note that he made the
leaders all pigs, the most hated animal to Jews. It’s a swipe at the kikes.
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